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Abstract 
A generalized p-cycle is a digraph whose set of vertices is partitioned in p parts that can bc 
ordered in such a way that a vertex is adjacent only to vertices in the next part. The families of 
BGC(p,d ,d ' )  and KGC(p,d,d "~ + d ' )  are the largest known p-cycles for their degree and 
diameter. 
[n this paper we present a lower bound for the fault-diameter of a generalized cycle. Then 
we calculate the wide-diameter and the fault-diameter of the families mentioned above, by 
constructing disjoint paths between any pair of vertices. We conclude that the values of these 
parameters for BGC(p,d ,d ' )  and KGC(p,d,d "+~ + d ~') exceed the lower bound at most in 
one unit. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Interconnection networks are usually modeled by graphs. The switching elements 
or processors are represented by the vertices. The communication links are repre- 
sented by edges (if they are bidirectional) or arcs (if they are unidirectional). 
Some concepts in Graph Theory appear to be specially useful in order to analyze the 
efficiency and the reliability of an interconnection network modeled by a graph. For 
instance, the diameter is a measure of the transmission delay and the 
connectivity and the fault-diameter are related to the fault tolerance of the 
network. 
Some other parameters, such as the s-wide-distance and the s-wide-diameter 
[9 11,15], have been considered in relation to the existence of a number of dis- 
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joint paths of bounded length between the vertices of the graph. The s-wide-diameter 
is closely related to the s-fault-diameter. In some cases, these two parameters have 
the same value and, in general, the s-wide-diameter is an upper bound for the 
s-fault-diameter. The definitions of these concepts are given in Section 2. 
The existence of disjoint paths of bounded length in de Bruijn and Kautz digraphs 
have been studied in [3, 14]. As a conclusion, its s-wide-diameter and s-fault-diameter 
appear to be almost optimal. These parameters were studied in [17] for the bipartite 
digraphs BD(d, dD-3+ d D-l ) with similar results. These families of digraphs were 
proposed as solutions to the (d, D)-digraph problem, which consists in finding digraphs 
with order as large as possible for fixed values of the maximum out-degree d and 
the diameter D. Actually, de Bruijn and Kautz digraphs are the best-known general 
solutions to this problem and the digraphs BD(d, d D-3 +d D-l ) [5] are the largest known 
bipartite digraphs for general values of the degree d and the diameter D. All these 
digraphs are iterated line digraphs [5, 6]. Actually, the disjoint paths of bounded length 
between the vertices are constructed using this fact. Besides, iterated line digraphs have 
in general very good properties in relation to the connectivity and the fault-diameter 
[4, 16]. 
A generalized p-cycle is a digraph whose set of vertices is partitioned in p parts 
that can be cyclically ordered in such a way that any vertex is adjacent only to vertices 
in the next part. 
In this paper, we study the s-wide-diameter and the s-fault-diameter of two fam- 
ilies of generalized cycles that have been recently introduced in [8]: the digraphs 
BGC(p,d,d O-p+1) and KGC(p,d, dD-p+1+ dD-Zp+I). These digraphs, which are it- 
erated line digraphs, are the largest known generalized cycles for general values of 
their number of parts p, degree d and diameter D. If we take p = 1, we find the de 
Bruijn and Kautz digraphs in these families. The bipartite digraphs BD(d, d D-3 +d D l) 
appear when p = 2. 
In the next section we present he most relevant definitions and the notation we are 
going to use in the following. In Section 3, we will calculate a lower bound for the s- 
fault-diameter of a generalized p-cycle. In Sections 4 and 5, we determine the s-wide- 
diameter and the s-fault-diameter of the generalized cycles BGC(p,d,d D-p+I) and 
KGC(p,d,d D-p+1 + dD-2p+I). To do this, we prove that there exist in these digraphs 
d disjoint paths with length at most D + 2 between any pair of different vertices. The 
s-fault-diameter of these digraphs exceed the above mentioned lower bound in at most 
one unit. These results generalize the previous results about the s-wide-diameter and 
the s-fault-diameter of the de Bruijn and Kautz digraphs and the bipartite digraphs 
BD(d,d D 3+dD-1).  
2. Definitions and notation 
We are concemed only in directed graphs, called digraphs for short. See [2] for the 
definitions of the concepts about digraphs that are not defined here. 
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We define next two parameters, the wide-diameter and the fault-diameter, elated to 
the vulnerability of the network. These parameters and the notation we use here were 
first introduced in [9,10] 
The (s 1 )-vertex-fault-diameter, D.c.(G), of a digraph G is the maximum of the 
diameters of  the digraphs obtained by removing at most s 1 vertices from G. The 
( s -  1)-arc-fault-diameter, D~(G), is defined analogously. 
Let x and 3' be two vertices of  a digraph G. Two paths from x to y are said to 
be vertex-disjoint or disjoint if they do not have any internal vertex in common. A 
container from a vertex x to another vertex y is a set C(x, y) of disjoint paths from x 
to y. The width w(C(x,y)) of a container C(x,y) is the number of disjoint paths 
that it contains, and its length, l(C(c,y)), is the maximum length of its paths. For 
an integer s, 0 ~< s ~< to(G), the s-wide-distance from x to y, d,.(x, y), is the minimum 
length of all containers of  width s from x to y. Finally, the s-wide-diameter of the 
digraph G, d,.(G), is the maximum s-wide-distance among all pairs of  different vertices 
in G. 
in general, the following relations hold between the wide-diameter and the fault- 
diameters: d~(G) >1 DAG) and d,.(G) >~ D',.(G). Also there exist some relations between 
these two parameters, the connectivities and the diameter. From the definition, Dr(G) 
and D'I(G ) coincide with the diameter of G. If ~c = ~(G) there is a container of width /c 
between every pair of  distinct nodes. Clearly, D,(G) ~< D~+I(G) and D',(G) ~ DI, ~l(G). 
In particular, since D(G)= oc if G is not strongly connected, the vertex-connectivilcy 
~- = K(G) and the arc-connectivity 2 = 2(G) are, respectively, the minimum values of s 
satisfying D~.+ l (G) ~- oo and D~ + l (G) = oc. 
We recall here the definition and some properties of line digraphs. See, for example, 
[6] for proofs and more information. 
In the line digraph LG of a digraph G each vertex represents an arc of G, that is, 
V(LG)= {uv [(u,v)cA(G)}. A vertex uv is adjacent o a vertex wz if v=w,  that is, 
whenever the arc (u,v) of G is adjacent o the arc (w,z). The maximum and minimum 
out- and in-degrees of  LG are equal to those of  G. Therefore, if G is d-regular with 
order n, then LG is d-regular and has order dn. Besides, if G is a strongly connected 
digraph different from a directed cycle, the diameter of LG is the diameter of G 
plus one. 
The iteration of  the line digraph operation is a good method to obtain large digraphs 
with fixed degree and diameter. I f  G is d-regular with d > 1, has diameter D and 
order n, then LkG is d-regular, has diameter D + k and order dkn, that is, the order 
increases in an asymptotically optimal way in relation to the diameter. 
The set of  vertices of  the iterated line digraph LkG can be considered as the set 
of all paths of  length k in G, that is, the set of  the sequences of  vertices of G 
with length k + 1, XoXl ...xk, where (xi,xi+l) is an arc of G. A vertex x =xox~ .... v~ 
in LkG is adjacent to the vertices y==xl ...x~xz.~ for all xk~l adjacent from xk. 
A path of  length h in LkG can be written as a sequence of k +h + l vertices 
of  G. The vertices of  this path are the subsequences of k + 1 consecutive vertices 
of G. 
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The purpose of this paper is to calculate the s-wide-diameter and the s-fault-diameters 
of the digraphs in two families of generalized cycles, BGC(p,d,d D-p+l) and 
KGC(p,d,  dD-p+I+ dD-2p+I), that were introduced in [8]. We define next these 
digraphs and present some basic properties. See [8] for proofs and more 
information. 
A generalized p-cycle is a digraph G such that its set of vertices can be partitioned 
in p parts, V(G)= U~cz,, ~ in such a way that the vertices in the partite set G are 
only adjacent o vertices in G+l, where the sum is in Z n. Observe that, for instance, 
a bipartite digraph is a generalized 2-cycle. 
The conjunction of a directed cycle of length p with a digraph G=(V,A) ,  Cp ® G, 
has set of vertices Zp x V and a vertex (~,x) is adjacent o the vertices (~ + 1,y) 
for any y adjacent from x in the digraph G. Observe that Cp ® G is a generalized 
p-cycle for any digraph G. The line digraph of Cp ® G is isomorphic to Cp ® LG. It 
is not difficult to see that the mapping (c~,x)(c~ + 1, y )~ (~ + 1,xy) defines a digraph 
isomorphism between L(C, ® G) and C n ®LG [8]. 
3. Bounds on the fault-diameters of generalized cycles 
If G is a digraph with D~.(G) =D I, there exist at least s + 1 paths (not necessarily 
disjoint) of length at most D / between any pair of non-adjacent vertices of G. 
Let G be a generalized p-cycle with maximum out-degree d and order n. Let r such 
that Ds(G)=D ~, with D ~-  (p -  1 )=pm + r and 0 ~< r ~< p-  1. Then, if xE V~_,. 
and y 6 G are two non-adjacent vertices of G, there must exist s + 1 paths of length 
at most pm + r from x to y. There are at most d"(1 + d p ÷ d 2p ÷ ... ÷ d pro) paths 
of length less or equal than pm+ r from a vertex in E~-r to the vertices in G. 
Therefore, 
p(1 + L(d z~ + d 2p ÷. . .  Jr- d pm)/(s + 1 )J ) 
n :  ~clz,Z IVy[ ~< ~ p(d + L(dp+I q-d2p+l ÷" 'q -dpm+l) / ( s  ÷ 1)J) 
[p (Ld  (1 +dP+ ... +dpm)/(s+ 1)J) 
if r=O, 
i f r= l ,  
if r¢O,  1. 
Then, Ds(G) =D' = p(m + 1) + r + 1 /> f~, where 
{~1o .... 1)(d p -  1) + dP)] 1 / gdt(7 -- 1)(s+ 
[~= FlOgd((p -d ) (s+ 1)(d p -  1) +dp+l)]  - 1 
Flogd(~(s + 1)(d p - 1) + d")] - 1 
if r=0,  
i f r= l ,  
if r~0,1 .  
Therefore, if G is a generalized p-cycle with maximum out-degree d and order n, then, 
D~(G) >~ min0o-~p 1#~9 = (~. We have found a lower bound for the (s - 1)-vertex- 
fault-diameter. 
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Proposition 3.1. Let G be a generalized p-o'cle with maximum out-degree d and 
order n. Then, jbr any s = 2 . . . . .  d, 
D,( G) >~ D,~in(s, p ,d ,n )= IlOgd ( ( p - d )  (s + l )(d/' - l ) + d" ' ) ] - 1. 
If G is a digraph with D~(G)= D ~, there must exist at least s + 1 paths of length 
at most D ~ between any pair of different vertices. Reasoning in the same way as in 
the vertex case, we can obtain a lower bound for the (s - 1 -arc-fault-diameter of a 
generalized cycle. 
Proposition 3.2. Let G be a generalized p-o'ele with maxtmum out-degree d and 
order n. Then, for an), s = 2 . . . . .  d, 
D',(G)>~D.'~in(s,p,d,n)= [ log , , ( (p -  1 ) (s+ l ) (d" -1 )+d l ' ) ]  1. 
Since d,(G) >~ D,(G) and d~(G) >~ D~,.(G), the bounds obtained arc also bounds lbr 
the s-wide-diameter. 
4. Fault-diameters of BGC(p, d, d k+l) 
The values of  the vertex-fault-diameter and the arc-fault-diameter of  the generalized 
cycles BGC(p,d ,d  k+l), p >~ 2, are given in this section. 
The generalized cycle BGC(p, d, d D r+ i ) = BGC( p, d, d ~ ~ ~ ) is, by definition, equal 
to Cf, @ B(d, k + 1 ), where B(d, k + 1 ) is the de Bruijn digraph with degree d and diam- 
eter k + 1. The de Bruijn digraph is an iterated line digraph, B(d,k + 1)= L~K,7, where 
K,* is the complete digraph with a loop on each vertex. Therefore, BGC(p,d,d/ '~ ) s t 
also an iterated line digraph, 
BGC~ p, d, d ~-' ) = C,, ~ LkX,~ = L" (C,, ~ IC  ) -- L ~ BGC( p, d, d). 
The set of vertices of  the digraph BGC(p,d ,d)  is Z l, × ZI and a vertex (~.x) :s 
adjacent o (:~ + 1,y) for any y E Zt. This digraph is d-regular and has diameter p. 
The vertices of BGC(p, d, d k+l ), which is d-regular and has diameter p+k, can be seen 
as sequences of  vertices of BGC(p, d, d) (~, yo )(~ + 1,3'1 ). . .  (~ + k, y~ ), where ~ ~ Z/, 
and 3', C Zt, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  k. Observe that BGC(p, d,d p) which has diameter 2p 1 and 
order pd l', is isomorphic to the directed buttet;[ty B,/(p) [1]. 
Particularly, we are going to prove, in a constructive way, that there exist a container 
of width d and length at most p + k + 2 between any pair of different vertices of 
BGC(p,d ,d  k+l ). Besides, only one path of this container have length p + k + 2 and 
the other paths have length at most p + k + 1. 
First of  all, we present these containers in the smallest digraph in this family: the 
generalized cycle BGC(p, d, d)= C/, ~ K~. Next, we show how to construct containers 
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of  bounded length between any pair of  adjacent vertices of  BGC(p,d,d k+l ). Finally, 
taking into account hat these digraphs are iterated line digraphs, we prove that con- 
tainers between any pair of  different vertices can be found from containers between 
vertices in a smaller digraph in the same family. 
Propos i t ion  4.1. Let x and y be two (not necessarily different) vertices of the gener- 
alized cycle BGC(p,d,d)= Cp ®K],  p >~ 2. There exist in this digraph a container 
of width d from x to y with length at most p + 1. 
Proof. We can suppose that x is in the partite set V0 = {0} x Za and that y E Vh = {h} 
x Zd, 1 <<, h ~ p (of course, Vp = V0). I f  p /> 3 and h # 1,2, there exist many different 
ways to find a container with width d and length h from x to y. Any path of these 
containers is in the form xa( . . -~- lY ,  1 ~< i ~< d, where c~ / E V,. and ~/#e/  if i7~j. If  
p /> 2 and h= 1, we have a path of  length 1, the arc (x,y), and we can take d - 1 
disjoint paths with length p + 1 in the form xa{...c~_lC~py, 1 ~< i ~< d - 1, where 
a~i C V~, a~i# c¢/ if i C j ,  a( ¢ y and C~p C x. Finally, if h = 2 there are exactly d paths 
of  length 2 from x to y, which are disjoint. [] 
Let x, y be a pair of  adjacent vertices of  BGC(p,d,d k+l ). Since this digraph is the 
iterated line digraph Lk(Cp ® K,~ ), we can put x = xoxl.., xk and y = x l . . .  xkxk+l, where 
xr, 0 ~< r ~< k+l ,  is a vertex of Cp ®K~. Besides, we can suppose that xr = (r, j )E Zp × 
Za, that is, that x,. is a vertex in the partite set Vr of the generalized cycle Cp ® K~. 
We want to construct d disjoint paths with length at most p + k + 2 from x to y. 
The first of  these paths is the arc (x,y)=xoxl ...x~xk+l. The other paths are going 
to be constructed from disjoint paths from x~ to xl in Cp ®K] and will have the 
form XOXl...Xkak+lak+2 . . . ak+rX l  ...XkXk+l , with r ~< p + 1. Since these paths cannot 
contain the arc (x,y), we must take ak+l #Xk+l and ak+r#xo. That is, we have to 
find a container of width d - 1 and length at most p + 2 from xk to xl in Cp ®K] 
such that all the paths in it have their first and last arcs, respectively, different from 
(Xk,Xk-rl) and (xo,xl). 
I f  p ~> 3 and k~h (modp), 1 ~< h ~ p -2 ,  then xk=xl or 3 ~< d(xk ,x l )=p-h+ 
1 ~< p. In this case, we consider d - 1 paths from xk to xl in the following form: 
. . . . . . . .  , - ' , ~ # ~  i f s#s ' .  XkO~+lO~h+Z...O~pX 1 where 1 <<.s<~d 1, ah+lCxk+l CCpCXO and ~ s' 
These paths are disjoint and have length p - h + 1. 
I f  k ~- p -1  (modp),  then d(Xk,Xl ) = 2 and there are exactly d paths of  length 2 from 
Xk to xl. I f  xk+l =X0, we consider the d -  1 paths of  length 2 that avoid the vertex x0: 
,s' s s t the paths XkapXl, where 1 ~< s ~< d - 1, ap Cx0 and % ¢ C~p if s Cs  t. I f  Xk+l 7~x0, we 
can take only d -2  of these paths: the paths XkepXl, where 1 ~ s ~ d -2 ,  C~p Cx0, Xk+l 
s s t and C~p # C~p if s # s t. In this case, we have to consider also a path with length p + 2: 
Xk XO o~d-  1 d -  1 • ..O~p lXk+lX l .  
I f  k = 0 (modp), then d(xk,xl ) = 1. In this case, we take d -  1 paths of length p+ 1: 
x~a~.., aSpxl, where 1 ~< s ~< d-  1, ~f #Xk+l, ~p C x0 and # # c~f if s #s ' .  
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Then, we can construct d paths from x to y in BGC(p ,d ,d  k+l ): one path of length 1, 
the arc 
A =xox  I . . .XkXk+l ,  
d-  1 o rd -2  paths with lengthD-h+l  ~D+I ,  
Q, =x0x l  ...Xk 0{)i+1 ~+2. . .  0{;jX1...X/,Xk+I , 
wherek=-h  (modp)  and0~<h~<p-1 ,  and, i f k~p 1 (modp),  we may need one 
path with length D + 2, 
R=XoXl .XkXo~{t-I d 1 . . . . .  ~p_ lXk+lX l  . . .XkXk+ I . 
In order to prove that these paths are disjoint, we are going to use the same techniques 
as in the previous works about disjoint paths in the de Bruijn and Kautz digraphs [14] 
and the bipartite digraphs BD(d ,d  D i + dD-3) [17]. 
Proposition 4.2. I f  s # t, the paths Q~ and Q, are disjoint. 
Proof. I f  q,./ is the jth vertex of the path Q~, 
X/ . . . ,xk~}',+l --. ~ ~_./ j -- 1 . . . . .  p - h, 
a; . := x:. . .xka~+l . . .%x l  ...X:_:,~h j=  p -  h + l . . . . .  k, 
/,-/-k ...c~pxl . . .Xi-p+h j=k  + 1 . . . . .  k+ p -  h, 
and, of course, we have the analogous expressions for the vertices of the path Q:. We 
have to prove that q.,.jTkqt, i for any i , j=: 1 , . . . , k  + p -  h. By the symmetry of the 
paths, it suffices to compare g,./ with qt.i when j ~< i. The case i = j  is trivial because 
~;~ ¢ c~ for any r = h + 1 . . . . .  p. Besides, since the paths are in a p-cycle, it is only 
necessary to prove that q,;../Cqz, i when i=_:j (modp)  and i/> j + p. 
Let us suppose that there exist i , j ,  where i=- j  (modp)  and i ~> j + p, such that 
q,,i = qt, i. 
I f  1 ~<jdp-h  and p -h+l  ~<i~<k, we have that 
q, . /= x/ . . . . .  xk, ¢q',+ 1. . . . .  ~t~_/:x, . . . . .  xk, ~,+. . . . .  ~, ,x,  . . . .  x, : , fh=q,. i .  
Let us consider the subsequences formed by the vertices of C:, ® K~ in the partite set 
V/, ~/: 
Xh~/Xh+p+/ . . .Xk  p+.iO~)s2'+j:Xh+i...Xk p+iO~th+/Xh+i. . .Xi -p-h . 
Observe that h + j  ~< p. We consider the equivalence relation digraph [14] given by 
this equality. The arcs of the equivalence relation digraph join a symbol appearing 
in the first sequence with the symbol that appears in the same place in the second 
sequence. In this digraph, the vertices x,. have in-degree and out-degree qual to one, 
¢¢~h e/ have in-degree 0 and out-degree 1 and c~+/ have in-degree 1 and out-degree 0. 
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Then, there exists in the equivalence relation digraph a path from ei~+/ to e~+/. That 
means that ~i~+i = ~,+/, a contradiction. 
If p-h+ 1 <~ j <i <~ k, we consider j0 such that J0 = j - i  (modp) and 0 ~< j0 ~< P -1 .  
From the equality q,,j =qt, i, we take the subsequences formed by the vertices in the 
partite set Vp of Cp 0 K~: 
Xi+ p-Jo.., xk- h @xp... x~j /o / = xi+ p -io ... xk- h @xp... xi jo / 
where ( = 0 if j0 ~> p-h  and { = p otherwise. As before, using the equivalence relation 
s t digraph, we obtain that ep = ep, a contradiction. 
The remaining case, p -  h ÷ 1 ~ j~k  and k÷ 1 ~ i~<k ÷ p -  h, is solved 
analogously. [] 
The following propositions are proved in a similar way. 
Proposition 4.3. The paths Qs and R do not contain the arc A. 
Proposition 4.4. The path R & disjoint with any path Q,. 
Therefore, we have constructed d disjoint paths between any pair of  adjacent vertices 
of  BGC(p,d ,d  k+l): one of length 1, d -  2 of length at most p + k + 1 and one of 
length at most p + k + 2. 
Theorem 4.5. Let x, y be any pair of different vertices of the generalized cycle BGC 
(p,d, d k+l ), where p >>, 2. There exist a container from x to y of width d and length 
less than or equal to p ÷ k + 2 = D + 2 composed by one path with minimum length 
d(x,y), d - 2 with length at most D + 1 and one of length at most D + 2. 
Proof. We are going to prove this theorem by induction on k. I f  k = 0, the result is true 
by Proposition 4.1. Let x, y be two different vertices of BGC(p,d,d k+l), k ~> 1. We 
have proved the existence of these paths if d(x,y) =- 1. Let us suppose that d(x,y) >~ 2. 
Since BGC(p,d,d k+l) is isomorphic to the line digraph LBGC(p,d, dk), we can put 
x = xoxl and y = yoYl, where x0, Xl, y0 and yl are vertices of BGC(p, d, d k). Besides, 
xl ¢ Y0, because x is not adjacent o y. Then, in BGC(p,d,d ~) there exist a container 
from xl to Y0 with width d and length at most p + k + 1. In this container there are 
one path of  length d(Xl,yo), d-  2 of length at most p + k, one of length at most 
p + k + 1. These paths induce in the line digraph LBGC(p,d, dk)=BGC(p ,d ,d  k+l) 
a container of  width d from x =X0Xl to y = yoyt, with one path of  minimum length 
d(x ,y)=d(x l ,yo)  + 1, d -  2 of  length at most p + k + 1 =D + 1 and one path of 
length at most p+k+2=D+2.  [] 
As a corollary, we obtain the values of the s-wide-diameter and the s-fault-diameters 
of  BGC(p,d, dk+l). We can see that these values are almost optimal by comparing 
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them with the lower bounds given in Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. In effect, for any 
s =2 . . . . .  d, 
Drain(s, p,d, pd k+l ) =Dltnin(S. p,d, pd/'-~ ) = p - k + 1.  
Theorem 4.6. Let G be the generalized cycle BGC(p ,d ,d  ~1 ), where p >~ 2. Then 
• d~(G)=D~(G)=p+k+I=D+I  ( f2<~s<~d- I  o rs=dandO<~k<~p 2. 
• d~/ (G) :D~/ (G)=p+k+2=D42 ( fk>~p 1. 
• d~(G) D, (G)=p + k + L=D + 1 (f 2~<s-<,d 1 or s d and O<.k <~ 
p- l .  
• da(G)=Da(G)=p+k+2=D42 ( ]k>~p.  
Proof. It is obvious from Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 and Theorem 4.5 that d,(G)=: 
D, . (G)=D~(G)=p +k + I=D + 1 if 2~<s~<d-  1. The minimum value of /,: 
for which we need a path with length D+2 (the path R) in order to construct the d dis- 
joint paths is k -  p 1. Then, Q~(G)=D~t I (G)=D+I  i f0~<k~<p-2 .  S inceinthe 
digraph BGC(p ,d ,d  p i) there are containers of width d and length at most p + k 1 
between any pair of different vertices, in the digraph BGC( p, d, d /' ) = LBGC( p, d, d/' t 
we can find a container of width d and length at most p + k between any pair of non.- 
adjacent vertices. Therefore, Da(G)= D -t- 1 if k = p - 1. Finally, let us consider m 
BGC(p ,d ,d  p) the vertices X-xox  I . . .x  F 1 and y :x l  . . . .  rf, ix~,, where x¢~--(0,0)~- 
Z#×Zj  and xp=(0 ,d  - 1). If we remove from BGC(p ,d ,d  p) the d 1 arcs e/ 
i where ~ii,-- (0, i), 1 ~ i ~ d 1, the distance from x to y in the re- x(ix I . . .Xp  13~p, 
sulting digraph will be equal to 2p + 1 - -D  + 2. Using the line digraph technique, it 
is not difficult to find, for any k > p 1, d 1 vertices or arcs to be removed from 
BGC(p ,d ,d  ~-I) in order to obtain a digraph with diameter p + k + 2. Thercfore, 
DJ/( G ) : D + 2 if k >~ p -1  and Dj( G ) -- p + k + 2 D + 2 if k >~ p. 2 
5. Fault-diameters of  KGC(p,  d, d p+~ + d ~) 
The goal of this section is to determine the s-wide-diameter and the s-fault-diameters 
of the generalized cycles KGC(p ,d ,d  D F+I @d D 2F 1). AS we did in Section 4, we 
are going to find d disjoint paths with length at most D + 2 between any pair of 
different vertices of  these digraphs. 
The set of vertices of the generalized cycle KGC(p ,d ,n )  [8] is Z I, × Z,,. If 0 ~< :~ 
~< p-  2, the vertex (~,x) is adjacent to (c~ + l ,dx + t) for any t=0,1  . . . . .  d -  1. 
The vertex (p - l ,x) is adjacent o (O, -dx  - (d - t)) for any t -O ,  1 . . . . .  d 1. The 
digraph KGC(p,  d, d/' + 1 ) is d-regular and has diameter 2 p - 1. The generalized cycle 
KGC(p,  d, d D--p+I +d z)-2p+l ) = KGC(p,  d, d s-k +d ~) is isomorphic to the iterated line 
digraph L~KGC(p,d ,d  p + 1). Then, it is d-regular and has diameter D= 2p + k -- 1. 
These generalized cycles have large order (optimal if 2p -  1 ~< 3p-  1 ) for their degree 
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and diameter. Besides, if p = 2, the digraphs KGC(p ,d ,  dD-P+I+ d D-2p+I ) are  equal 
to the bipartite digraphs BD(d,d  D-1 + d D-3) constructed by Fiol and Yebra [5]. I f  
p = 1, we obtain the Kautz digraphs. 
We are going to proceed in the same way as in Section 4. First, we find the disjoint 
paths between vertices in the digraph KGC(p ,d ,d  p + 1), which is the smallest digraph 
in this family. Next, we construct disjoint paths of  bounded length between any pair 
of adjacent vertices of KGC(p ,d ,  dP+k+ dk). Finally, taking into account that these 
digraphs are iterated line digraphs, we prove the existence of disjoint paths between 
any pair of  different vertices. 
We recall now some properties of  the generalized cycle KGC(p ,d ,d  p + 1). See [8] 
for proofs and more information. If x and y are two different vertices in the same 
partite set of  KGC(p,  d, d p ÷ 1), then d(x, y)  = p and there is only one shortest path 
form x to y. Besides, there is no cycle of  length p in this digraph. For any vertex x 
there are exactly 1 + d + d 2 + • • • + d p vertices y such that d(x, y )  <<, p. That is, if 
d(x, y )  <<, p there is only one path from x to y with length at most p. 
Proposition 5.1. Let  x, y be any pair o f  vertices o f  KGC(p ,d ,d  p + 1)). There exist 
a container o f  width d f rom x to y with length at most 2p = D + 1. 
Proof. We can suppose that x C V0 and y c Vh, where 1 ~< h ~< p. Let F+(x) = {zl, 
z2 . . . . .  zd} be the set of the vertices that are adjacent from x and F- (y )= {vl, v2 . . . . .  va} 
be the set of  vertices that are adjacent o y. 
I f  h = 1 and (x, y)  is not an arc, since there is a unique path of  length p from any 
zi to y, we have exactly d paths of length p + 1 from x to y: the paths xz i . . . y ,  
1 ~< i ~< d. Using the properties of  KGC(p ,d ,d  p + 1)), it is not difficult to see that 
these paths are disjoint. If (x, y)  is an arc, we can suppose that Zl = y. In this case, 
we have a path of  length l, the arc (x ,y) ,  and d -  1 paths of  length p+ 1: the paths 
xz i . . ,  y, 2 <. i <. d. As before, these paths are disjoint. 
I f  h ~> 2 and d(x, y)= h, we can suppose that the unique path of  minimum length 
from x to y has the form xzl ... vl y (where zl = vl if h = 2). Let a be any permutation 
in {2 . . . . .  d}. For any i=2 . . . . .  d, let wi c Vh-1 be any vertex such that d(zi, w i )=h-2  
and consider the path xz i . . .w i . . ,  v, iy, which is a path from x to y with length p + 
h ~< 2p. Observe that, since wi ~ v~i if 2 ~< i ~< d, there is a unique path of  length p 
from wi to vai. By the properties of  the generalized cycle KGC(p ,d ,d  p + 1)), these d 
paths from x to y are disjoint. I f  d(x, y )  = p + h or h = p and x = y, we can consider 
any permutation a in {1,2 . . . . .  d} and construct d paths from x to y with length 2p: 
the paths xz i . . .w i . . . v~ iy ,  where i=1 . . . . .  d and wi is a vertex in Vh-1 such that 
d(z i ,w i )=h - 2. As before, these paths are disjoint. [] 
Let x and y be any pair of  adjacent vertices of the generalized cycle KGC(p ,d ,  
dP+k÷ dk). As we did in Section 4 for BGC(p ,d ,  dk+l), we are going to construct 
a container from x to y of  width d and bounded length. Since that digraph is iso- 
morphic to the iterated line digraph L~KGC(p ,d ,d  p + 1), its vertices can be writ- 
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ten as paths of length k in KGC(p ,d ,d  p + l). Then, we can write x=xox~ ...x/, 
and y=x l  ...X~,Xk+l, where xi, i=0 ,  1 . . . .  ,k + 1 are vertices of  the generalized cy- 
cle KGC(p ,d ,d  p + 1). We are going to find d - 1 disjoint paths from x to y that 
do not contain the arc A =(x ,y ) .  These paths are going to be to be constructed 
from disjoint paths from x~ to xl in KGC(p ,d ,d  p + 1) and will have the form 
xoxl...xka~+lak+2...ak+,.xl...XkXk+l, where r ~ 2p, ak+l #xk+l and ak ~,. #x0. There- 
fore, we must find in KGC(p ,d ,d  p + 1) a container C(x~-,xl) with width d -  I and 
length at most 2p  + 1 such that their first and last arcs must be, respectively, different 
from (xk,x~ + l ) and (xo,xl ). 
Lemma 5.2. Let x and y be two vertices o f  KGC(p ,d ,d  ~' + 1) such that d(x, v )~ 
1 (modp) .  Let us consider zEF+(x)  and vEF  (y). Then, there exist a container 
(!f width d - l and length at most 2p, avoiding the arcs (x,z) and (v, y). 
ProoL We can suppose that xE  V0 and yC Vh, where 2 ~< h ~< p. If d(x ,y ) -h ,  let 
xzt . . ,  v ly be the unique shortest path from x to y (if  h = 2, then Zl = vl ). We have to 
distinguish three cases. 
Case 1: h=p and x=y;  or d(x ,y )=p+h;  or d(x ,y )=h,  z=-zl and v -v l ;  or 
d(x ,y)  =h,  z Czl  and v¢  vl. By the proof of  Proposition 5.1, we can find in this case 
a set of d disjoint paths from x to y with length at most 2p  containing a path in the 
form xz. . .  vy. The other d - 1 paths are the paths we are looking for. 
Case 2: d(x ,y )=h,  z=z l  and vCv l .  Let us consider a vertex z2 ~F- (x ) ,  z2¢z  
and a vertex uE V1 such that uCz l  and d(u, v l )=h-  1. Then, u~F~(x)  and there 
is a path with length p from z2 to u. Let us consider the following d - 1 paths with 
length p + h from x to y: the path xz2. . .u . . .v~y,  and the paths xzi...wi...v~;i)', 
3 ~ i ~< d, constructed as in the proof of Proposition 5.1, where v~, ¢ v. It is not diffi- 
cult to prove that these paths are disjoint and do not contain neither the vertex z nor the 
vertex v. 
Case 3: d(x ,y )=h,  zCz l  and v=v l .  This case is analogous to Case 2. El 
Lemma 5.3. Let x and y be two vertices o f  KGC(p ,d ,d  p + 1) such that d(x,),) = _ 
1 (rood p). Let us consider z E F+(x) and v C F- (y ) .  Then, there exist a container ~[ 
width d - 1 and length at most 2 p + 1 from x to y such that all the paths in it have 
their first and last arcs are, respectively, different .from (x,z) and (v, y). Besides, at 
most one of  the paths in the container have length 2 p + 1. 
Proof. We can suppose that xE  V0 and yE  Vi. As we have seen in the proof of 
Proposition 5. l, there are exactly d paths, which are disjoint, of length at most p + 1 
from x to y. 
Case 1 : d(z, v) : p -  1, or x = v and y = z. If  d(z, v) = p -  1, the path xz. . .  vy is one 
of  the d disjoint paths from x to y with length at most p + 1. The other d - 1 paths 
are disjoint and avoid the arcs (x,z) and (v,y). I f  x= v and y :z ,  the two forbidden 
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arcs are equal to (x, y). The other d - 1 paths with length p ÷ 1 from x to y are the 
paths we are looking for. 
Case 2: d(z ,v )=2p-  1, x¢v  and y¢z .  In this case, there are two different paths 
from x to y with length p + 1 containing one of the forbidden arcs: the paths xz...  v'y 
and xS. . .  vy. Then, there are d -2  paths from x to y with length at most p+ 1 avoiding 
the arcs (x,z) and (v, y). Let w E V0, w ~ v, be a vertex such that d(z', w)= p-1 .  Then, 
w ~ F (y) and there exists a path of  length p from w to v ~. The path xz'.. ,  w. . .  v'y, 
which has length 2p ÷ 1, is disjoint with the above d -  2 paths and do not contain 
neither z nor v. 
Case 3: (x,y) is an arc, x=v and y¢z .  Then, the d paths from x to y with length 
at most p ÷ 1 are: the arc (x, y), the path xz...  v'y and d - 2 paths with length p ÷ 1 
that do not contain any of  the forbidden arcs. Let w c V~, w ¢ z, be a vertex such that 
d(w,v')= p-  1. Then, w ~ F+(x) and there is a path with length p from y to w. The 
path xy. . .  w. . .  v'y, which has length 2p ÷ 1, is disjoint with the other d - 2 paths, its 
first arc is different from (x,z) and its last arc is different (v,y). 
Case 4: (x, y)  is an arc, x ~ v and y =z .  Analogously to Case 3, we have d -  2 
paths with length p + 1 that do not contain any of  the forbidden arcs. Let z' be the 
vertex such that xz'.. ,  vy is a path of length p ÷ 1. Let w E V0, w ~ v, be a vertex 
such that d(S ,w)= p-  1. Then, w ~ F - (y )  and there is a path with length p from 
w to x. The path xz ' . . .w . . .xy ,  which has length 2p + 1, and the above d - 2 paths 
are the paths we are looking for. [] 
Let x=xoxl . . .xk and y =xl...xkxk+~ be any pair of  adjacent vertices of the gener- 
alized cycle KGC(p,d,d p+k + dk). Let h be the integer such that h = k (modp) and 
1 ~< h ~< p. By Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, there exist a container C(xa,xl) in KGC(p,d, 
d p ÷ 1) with width d - 1 and length at most 2p ÷ 1 such that every path in the 
container has the first and the last arcs are, respectively, different from (xar,xk~l) and 
(x0,xl). Using these paths, we construct d - 1 paths from x to y with length at most 
2p ÷ k ÷ 1 = D ÷ 2. By doing that, we have obtained d paths from x to y that will be 
proved to be disjoint. The first of  these paths is the arc 
A=(x,y)=xOxl. . .xkxk+l.  
There can be one path with 
p = xOXl  i 1 • "" Xk 0¢h+ 10¢h+2 
d- l ,d -2  o rd -3  paths 
lengthk+p-h+l  <.D-  p+ l, 
• . . O~lpXl . . .XkXk+l ,  
with lengthk+2p-h+l  ~<D+I ,  
s s s .~" 
Qs  zxox l  • . .XkO~h+l  0~h+2 • • • O~p . . .  O~2pX I . . .XkXk+ I , 
and, if h = p, we may need one path with length D + 2, 
d--1 .d- I  0~dp lXl XkXk÷l  " R =xoxl...XkO~ 1 . . .  OCp . . . . . .  
It can be proved that these paths are disjoint by using the same techniques as in 
Section 4. The proof of  the following theorem is the same as in Theorem 4.5 
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Theorem 5.4. Let  x, y be any pair oJ" different vertices 0[ the generalized o:ele KGC 
(p ,d ,d  :'~k + d~), where p >~2. There exists a eontainer j)'om x to y with width d 
and length less than or equal to 2 p + k + 1 = D + 2. Moreorer, in such container 
there is" one path with minimum length d(x ,y) ,  and there are d - 2 paths with lemtth 
at most D + 1 and one o f  length at most D + 2. 
As a corol lary, we obtain the value of  the s -wide-d iameter  d,.(G), and the s-fault- 
d iameters D , (G)  and D',.(G) being G =KGC(p ,d ,d : ' "  ~ + d ~ ). This theorem is proved 
in the same way as Theorem 4.6. 
Theorem 5.5, Let G be the generalized cycle KGC(p ,d ,d  :'-~ + d~), where p >~ 2. 
Then 
• d , (G)=D' , . (G)=2p+k:D+I  i /2<~s<~d-1  ors=dandO<~k<,p  1. 
• d , : (G)=D: : (G)=2p+k+I=D+2 i fk>~p.  
• d , (G) -D , . (G)=2p+k=D+I  ( /2~s<~d 1 ors=dandO<,k<~p.  
• d,:(G) D ,~(G)=2p+k+I -D+2 i fk>~ p+l .  
We can see that these values are almost opt imal  by compar ing  them with the lower 
bounds given in Proposit ions 3.1 and 3.2. In effect, for any s = 2 . . . .  d, 
Drain(s, p, d, p(d :'+k + d k )) = Die,in(S, p, d, p(d :'+:' + d ~ )) = 2p + k. 
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